The best tools for lawn care

Tips for garden care

Here are the best tools for lawn care
Here are our top picks for the garden tools to keep your lawn looking good.

1 Introduction

Do you want to enjoy your lawn this season? If so, you should look after it so it's in perfect condition for the summer. Besides regular mowing, there are a number of other things you should do. We'll tell you exactly what to do and give you the right tools for the job.

Required power tools:
> Cordless lawnmowers
> Cordless grass trimmers
> Cordless shrub shears
> Garden vacuums/leaf blowers

Other accessories:

2 Cordless lawnmower: The most effortless way to achieve a perfect lawn

Is your lawn in need of a clean up? You can use our cordless lawnmower which offers excellent mobility that ensures a precise cut every time you mow. Don't worry about straining your muscles or back, since the tool is lightweight and is equipped with ergonomic adjustable handles. You can also collect leaves from your autumn lawn and shred them into the grassbox.

3 Grass trimmer: for the edges of your lawn

Lawnmowers are the best way to cut your lawn to the right height and promote thick and even growth. However, when it comes to trimming the edges of your lawn, near trees or other areas that are difficult to reach, you need to take a more delicate approach. The right device to use in these situations is a grass trimmer. Its two-handed grip allows you to control it with precision and tackle little fiddly bits quickly and easily.

4 Grass shears: for smaller cuts
For smaller gardens and lawns, a pair of grass shears is often enough for tidying up the edges or trimming areas that are hard to reach. Here's a small tip: using longer shears will mean you don't have to bend down to reach the areas you want to trim, which puts less strain on your back. The important thing to bear in mind when using shears is to make sure you can get a good grip on them and always check that the blades are sharp.

5 Leaf blowers: free your lawn from leaves
In autumn, you'll find lots of leaves on your lawn. Removing all of them by hand can be very labour intensive. A leaf blower can make light work of this job. They usually come either with a backpack or as a smaller handheld device and have a nozzle that looks like the end of a vacuum cleaner. But the difference here is that they blow air out instead of sucking it in. After using your leaf blower to gather a pile of leaves, you can dispose of them easily.

6 Sprayer attachment: nutrients for your lawn
Do you want to give your lawn a small growth spurt? Spreading fertiliser a few times can be useful early on in the year or when you haven't yet applied mulch to your lawn. You can easily take care of this job using a spayer attachment for the ISIO. It will then distribute fertiliser evenly over the desired area through an opening at ground level.

7 Shredders: shred garden waste and recycle it
Do you have a large garden with trees or hedges and a compost heap or an organic waste bin? If so, a shredder is the right tool for you. Shred bulky branches, leaves and roots into little pieces using this device and the resulting waste can then be easily disposed of afterwards.

Bosch does not accept any responsibility for the instructions stored here. Bosch would also like to point out that you follow these instructions at your own risk. For your own safety, please take all the necessary precautions.